Frequently Asked Questions

ENTERTAINMENT/ACTIVITIES

Does Anthem of the Seas® offer a Broadway show?
Yes. Anthem of the Seas® presents We Will Rock You. We are committed to delivering the highest quality entertainment on our ships, and will continue to seek fully-licensed Broadway shows.
**NORTH STAR®**

**How safe is North Star®? Is it complimentary?**
All innovations premiered on our ships are subject to extensive testing, to ensure they are unquestionably safe. This certainly is the case for both North Star® and RipCord® by iFLY®. North Star accommodates 13 guests, plus one wheelchair passenger, for a total of 14 guests, and one Operator. North Star® is complimentary and available for all guests, both at sea and while in port. Three premium packages are also available for advance purchase and booking, including Sunrise and Sunset flights, and a Private Flight, which is popular for marriage proposals and wedding ceremonies. All packages include a pre-flight reception, in-flight Champagne toast, a commemorative flight certificate, and a post-flight brunch or dinner.

**What are the dimensions of North Star®?**
The external dimensions are 3.6 meters x 4.5 meters or approximately 12 x 15 feet.

**Does the arm go fully down and how long is it?**
Yes, the arm extends upwards to an 80-degree angle, and descends to a horizontal position to fully rest on the top deck. The length is 41 meters, or about 135 feet long.

**Are there seats in North Star? What about air conditioning?**
Yes, to accommodate all guests comfortably, there are 13 seats plus open area for a wheelchair. Guests must be seated for the duration of the journey. Both air conditioning are available.

**Is there a weight capacity in North Star?**
No, there are no weight restrictions for North Star.

**Can guests experience North Star as many times as they want?**
Yes, and they also have the option to purchase premium experiences.

**RIPCORD® BY IFLY®**

**Tell me more about the iFLY® experience.**
We are very excited about RipCord by iFLY®. It’s another “first at sea” for the Royal Caribbean brand, just like when we introduced the Rock Climbing Wall on Voyager of the Seas®, the FlowRider® on Freedom of the Seas®, and the Zip Line on Oasis of the Seas®. RipCord is the first skydiving experience at sea and it allows everyone from first-time flyers to seasoned skydivers to enjoy the thrill and exhilaration of skydiving in a safe, controlled and simulated environment. The sensation of flying takes place inside a 23-foot tall glass flight chamber so guests can enjoy stunning ocean views as well. It is surrounded by a viewing platform for friends, family and other spectators. It’s located on the Sports Court at the aft of the ship, overlooking the FlowRider® surf simulator and is situated adjacent to the Rock Climbing Wall.

**Are there weight/height/age restrictions? Is RipCord by iFLY® complimentary?**
RipCord by iFLY® is complimentary for guests and mirrors land-based guidelines: flyers may be as young as three years of age. There is no upper age limit. All flyers must be in good health and physical condition. Those less than 6 feet tall must weigh less than 230 lbs, and those over 6 feet must weigh less than 250 lbs. Children under 18 years of age need to have a parent or guardian to sign their waiver. If you have a prior shoulder dislocation or back or neck problems you should not fly.

**Do guests have to attend the training sessions every time they want to experience RipCord®?**
Yes. Guests must attend a training session before every flight.

**Is RipCord accessible?**
Yes.
**SEAPLEX®**

*How long do Seaplex bumper car rides last and how many cars are available?*
Bumper car rides will last approximately 3 – 5 minutes. There are up to 30 cars to choose from.

*Do I have to pay for Circus School?*
Circus School is complimentary.

*What is in the SeaPods in SeaPlex?*
SeaPods have custom themes and features such as table tennis, foosball, air hockey and other interactive games. We’re very excited about these beautiful spaces, which have very large windows, extend over the side of the ship, and offer expansive breathtaking views of the sea and of surrounding destinations when near ports.

*How do you reserve bumper cars in SeaPlex?*
Bumper cars are offered throughout the day in SeaPlex. They are open to guests on a first come, first served basis.

*What daytime sports can I find in SeaPlex?*
Various activities, including soccer, volleyball, dodgeball, and other sports are available.

*Have SeaPods replaced Adventure Ocean®?*
No, the SeaPods are designed for guests of all ages. Our traditional Adventure Ocean program with all its offerings for our smaller guests, babies through teens, is available on *Anthem of the Seas®*.

*Can I bring my own roller skates/ blades?*
We strongly suggest guests use the skates provided onboard *Anthem of the Seas®*, however guests may bring roller skates in good condition. Roller blades are not permitted in SeaPlex.

*Can I get roller skating classes onboard?*
At this time, only traditional freestyle roller skating is offered SeaPlex, and no classes are available.

**Two70®**

*When are screens projected with scenery?*
VistaRama®, our spectacular digital scenery technology is active in night-time hours, during showtimes. At all other times, guests enjoy 270-degree panoramic views of the ocean and/or destinations, through vast, floor-to-ceiling windows.

*How many shows are there in Two70?*
We are proud to offer one amazing show in Two70, performed over multiple nights.

*What is the total guest capacity in Two70?*
Approximately 475 guests fit comfortably in Two70.

**MUSIC HALL**

*How many self-leveling billiard tables are available in Music Hall?*
There are 3 billiard tables available.

*Is there an age limitation in Music Hall?*
All ages are welcome in Music Hall.
ACCOMMODATIONS

Can you give us a breakdown of accommodations offered on Anthem of the Seas®?

Anthem of the Seas® has nearly 2,100 of Royal Caribbean's largest and most advanced staterooms ever, including 1,571 staterooms with balcony, 148 Ocean View staterooms and 375 staterooms with Virtual Balconies. Among these staterooms, 34 are accessible.

Is there an “On/Off” switch for the Virtual Balcony view in the interior staterooms?
Yes, guests have the option of turning the screen on or off.

Can the virtual balcony screens be used for TV viewing or customized logos to cater to corporate clients?
No, for the viewing pleasure of our guests, the content is scenic only.

Are there other unique staterooms available on Anthem of the Seas®?

Anthem of the Seas® offers our largest variety of stateroom categories, including new Studio staterooms with balconies for single travelers, three Junior Suite categories and larger Loft Suites — introduced on our Oasis Class and extremely popular.

Is Royal Suite Class available on Anthem of the Seas®?

Now being implemented on our newest ships, Royal Suite Class offers seamless luxury. As a Suite guest, your clients will enjoy exclusive comforts and pampering amenities. Plus, guests who book a Star Tier accommodation, will receive round-the-clock service from their very own Royal Genie — their personal butler who will anticipate and attend to their every wish. This is luxury redefined.

Is it true that Royal Caribbean® has the best Internet service?

Only Royal Caribbean offers VOOM™ — the fastest Internet at sea. So you can snap, share, stream and surf throughout your voyage, with high-speed connections and the best quality available at sea.

ITINERARY

Is there any additional information about the homeport in Bayonne, NJ?

Anthem of the Seas® will be home ported at Cape Liberty, right across the Hudson River from Manhattan, in Bayonne, NJ. She will offer 4 to 12 night itineraries throughout the year.

Will guests have time to visit Disney/Universal Studios while in port at Port Canaveral?

Yes, Guests can conveniently book their shore excursions to Disney/Universal Studios through RoyalCaribbean.com